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This is a better view of Paul. The gentleman to the

left is Paul’s friend who is there to provide care for

Paul. The hospital staff only provides medical

care, food and all other needs must be done by

family or friends. You even bring your on sheets

and blanket. The gentleman on the right is Henry

Mello, our dear friend who guided our tour today.

You might notice no mosquito net over Paul’s bed,

Laura bought one for him. A spinal injury in his

neck has gradually cut off all sensation to his legs

and he can hardly walk.

I have been to the remote village of Mpunge a

number of times to help start a church. These

folks show they are interested by making over

10,00 handmade bricks for the building.

This is at another new church site, Ntenjeru, and

the gentleman holding the Bible has been a

Ugandan policeman for 28 years. He recently

became a believer and is leaving the police as his

new faith is inconsistent with police corruption.

Today we visited our friend Paul (seated on the

bed). He is in Mulago Hospital for neck surgery on

Monday. I took this shot to give some sense of the

ward in which he is in.

This is only one of about a dozen sections of

Mulago Hospital. From it you can see it is no small

thing. In fact, it is a university hospital.

I took this outside the hospital compound and it

show three young boys search a trash pile for

whatever of value they can find.



The photo on the left is from earlier in the week where the

children of Kalangalo made a homemade soccer ball with

several dozen plastic bags held tight with old rags.

Today we visited in the home of Henry Mello who

was in the hospital photos above. Henry wife

makes stray matts to sell and she taught Laura

how to do the weaving. I do not think Laura would

want this as a way to make a living.

Henry Mello has a saying that “swallowship”

precedes fellowship and if you visit his home, you

must share a meal. Today we had goat meat, beef

liver, two kinds of greens, fired matoke (in the

banana family, but more like plantains), chapolte

(pan cooked flat bread made from wheat) in

foreground of picture, and peas.

This is the outdoor kitchen where the meal was

prepared. Notice the two small charcoal stoves. If

you look close, you can see a neighborhood

chicken that is eating the remnants in one pot.

The handmade bricks in Uganda are done much

as were those we read about in Exodus. They

pack clay mud in a wooden frame the size that

want the bricks to be, then let it dry in the sun.

After they have several thousand dried (as in the

first photo on the front page) they then stack them

in a large mound as above. Not pictured is the end

of this stack which allows firewood to pushed in

the center of the stack. The spaces at the bottom

above allow air reach the firewood and the fire

becomes incredibly hot and bakes the brick hard.

Most of the stack above is already covered with

mud which seals the stack to hold in the heat. 
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